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Anita & JR Alkire
President
Questions from the Officer Forums
I want to thank all the Directors and Team
Members that attended the District Director
and Chapter Director Forum at Wing Ding 40.
It was a fun session with a commitment to add tools to your tool boxes
to help you with the tasks ahead. We helped demonstrate some
commonly heard scenarios with some skits, thanks to my Presidential
Assistants Bob and Nan Shrader, Bruce and Barb Beeman, Jere and
Sherry Goodman, Chantal and Francois Séguin, and Tom and Renee
Wasluck. Our “skit master” Ray and Sandi Garris, Director Emeritus,
helped put some of the fun ideas together. Our new Director of Rider
Education, Susan and George Huttman, helped as they answered
questions about Rider Education. It was great time spent together and
I look forward to next year and including all the Program Directors!
Planning for our future is critical! To quote a great phrase, “Failing to
plan is planning to fail.” I am committed, as is TEAM GWRRA, to assist
all levels of management of GWRRA who give their time and
commitment to serve our Membership to enhance their experiences.
To accomplish that I am going to take the next few issues of Insight
and answer the questions that were asked at the forum. I want to
thank all of you who submitted your questions.
Question: Why is Wing Ding always east of the Mississippi?
Why do we not plan for enough space for all the on-bike
activities?
When you look at the Membership alignment of GWRRA you go about
100 miles west of the Mississippi River and then go east to find about
65% of the Membership, and that line draws through North America.
We have a lot of wide-open space in the West, and the population as
well as our Membership is spread out. When we are choosing a site for
Wing Ding we look at locations that would be a fun vacation spot for
you and the family, weather considerations, although that is getting
harder and harder to predict, space to house all the activities we want
to have at WD which does include on bike activities, and affordability.
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This isn’t an easy task and sometimes, as with any wish list, you pick and choose and then
start planning. We try to contract out 3-5 years in advance and as you can guess, that gives
us some issues as our needs change as we continue to fine tune GWRRA. Finding good riding
in the area is also a plus. So we do factor in each year for the space and then do our best.
We continue to fine tune, and although I know this won’t appease those in the West (and I
was one of those critics), we have had four of the last ten WD’s west of the Mississippi. Now,
it’s not California nor Colorado, although we keep looking at CO, but it is west.
Oh and Wing Ding is a rally, our rally, the biggest rally focused around the Honda Gold Wing in
North America! We are looking at it every year to change and bring more activities, education,
and fun to our Membership.
Question: GWRRA has put a lot of stock in the new Gold Wing to bring in younger
Members. Do I believe that’s happening?
This is difficult to answer. I believe that the new Gold Wing has not sold as well to the
“younger” demographic, but I also think that we have a misconception of the target audience.
That “younger” demographic is not 20-30 year olds. They will sell to some in that age range
but when you look at the Honda commercials, the age seems to be more 40-50’s. You also
notice in the commercials that the riders seem to have limited time to ride and get away, and
the bike is the vehicle for the couple to have some together time.
What has GWRRA done to appeal to those targeted new owners?
We were looking at GWRRA actually before the launch of the new bike and decided we needed
to focus on another group of GWRRA Members. Honda’s target audience highlights that our
thinking was in the correct direction.
Our new focus was to create riding groups for those who may not have enough time or the
desire to participate in Chapter life. Although Chapter life builds those lifetime bonds of
friendships, for some it just doesn’t work, or it doesn’t work for them right now. They love to
ride, and they are looking for the getaway. We believe the Chapter Ride Coordinator will
continue to provide rides and outings to those that participate with their Chapter, and that is
perfect.
For that other group, we created a newly enhanced Ride Coordinator position at the District
level to provide opportunities for those who have limited time and are interested in the ride or
outing, single day ride or multiple day. We look at the District because it has a broader reach
to the Membership. We want that District Ride Coordinator to work with the District Team to
reach out to all Members in the District and invite them to ride. Some could coordinate with a
Chapter ride, but all will be invited to any District ride. It may take a team to handle the
position to maximize great riding to meet that need. Share the routes with all through all
forms of communication (websites, social media, emails, and phone trees). Remember that
we accept all riders so long as they meet the requirements of the motorcycling laws in your
District.
This is how we reach out to those who have bought that new bike and meet the targeted
audience that Honda was after, and all can be the new life for GWRRA.
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Question: Communication has been a problem for years. Seems we are working to
address that but how do we correct the inconsistency of sharing of information?
Wow, what a great question! If I had a complete answer I would have completely solved this,
and yes it has been a focus for the last 2+ years to improve the passing of information. I
firmly believe that information is not power until you share it and show others how they can
grow, learn, and benefit from the information.
Who do we share this information with? Unless it is clearly marked that it is for your eyes
only, the communication needs to be shared to all, leaders and Members. It could be labeled
to just leaders, then that is the requested level of communication.
Do not add to the communication with your own spin. This is where the myths start to
build in GWRRA, and we are amazingly great with the myth-spinning. We decide what
leadership really means so we interpret. This is undermining our very foundation and has
been a nightmare for the last 2+ years that I have been actively working to bust the myths.
And we are not to interpret the meaning differently from District to District. The meaning is
for GWRRA worldwide. There is no need to change the message to fit your District; that just
means you want to spin the meaning to your way of looking at things and that just isn’t
working for GWRRA. Leaders, I need you to pay special attention to this please.
Question: Can a leader hold multiple positions within their level of leadership or at
different levels?
GWRRA has always frowned upon a leader holding multiple positions. The first reason is for
the health of the leader. When you are playing “jack of all trades and master of none” you are
a recipe for burn out! Even the best of leaders can’t juggle that many balls in the air for a
long period of time before things start falling.
I’ve also heard the expression, give the busiest person all the work and they will get it done.
The question is, what corners were cut to accomplish this because as much as I want to think
I’m Super Woman, I’m not and neither are you.
Lesson: When you ask someone else to help you, you honor them with trusting them to help
you out. Then honor them by being very clear what you want, when you want it, and if they
need to collaborate with anyone else. Then check back; it’s not checking up because you
didn’t think they didn’t or couldn’t do the job. It’s to be certain that you were clear with what
you wanted them to do so no one is wasting time.
So let’s start there and really look at the reason why one person or one couple is doing all the
work at many levels. Usually it is a very false sense that they are the only one who can do the
task, maybe a bit of a controller. It is time consuming and often hard to put into words what
you want someone to do for you. You must take that time, or the results will disappoint you
and will frustrate them. Once you have given them the task, let them take the reins and go.
Their spin on the task can give diversity into the results and can be more fun for the whole.
Take the time, build a solid Team, and know that it takes time and effort. Choose your Team
wisely. Some will be Officers, and some will be those valuable staff or Team members that
Continued on page 4
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can and are willing to do a task for the benefit of the whole. Start them with a smaller time
commitment and let their enthusiasm lead them to wanting more. We often overwhelm
someone when we find them willing. So leaders, show constraint, spread the tasks out in
small but meaningful jobs, and then let them have the success of their accomplishments. It
will make them appreciate your leadership and it makes it just a little easier on you.
Specifically, do we forbid it? We do not; we just VERY HIGHLY discourage it!
Where can someone learn more about what is expected from an Officer?
The new Officer Handbook is robust with help and specifically the role statements for each
position at each level. You can also find the information on Oconnect, www.gwrra.org/
oconnect/officerresources and go to Officer Position Descriptions > Officer Role Statements.
My last point for these set of questions has to do with what the “new” Member of GWRRA just
might look like. We have become very comfortable with our way of life, both personally and in
GWRRA and when “new blood” comes into our life we are not always as open to their way of
doing things. They play their music MUCH louder than we do, they like loud pipes, they will
modify their Wing but, in their heart, they are a rider and co-rider and that is where our
common bond starts. Put on a helmet and no one sees the color of your hair or even if you
have hair. They can’t see your wrinkles, nor do they care. They want to ride with skilled
riders and co-riders. So keep your skills sharp and your arms and hearts open and embrace
our future. You are leaders, show others the way.
Thank you for your leadership and your continued commitment to become better!
I appreciate all of you,
Anita & JR Alkire
623-445-2380
President@gwrra.org

Francois & Chantal Séguin
Presidential Assistants
Several weeks ago we had a friend suggest to us something for
Insight and he got us thinking…
As many of you, we have been GWRRA Members for a long time now. We had the chance to
get awesome suggestions, tools, activities, rides, etc.… and some worked out great, others not
as much. Since we have been Members for a while we tend to forget to share those tools. Not
because we don’t want to, it’s because we did them and it worked and now it’s passed.
Continued on page 5
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We should take a step back and think of all our new Members. They haven’t had a chance to
do this and they might even not know about it. We should take the time to dig out some of
those activities, tools, rides, and tricks that worked great in the past that we just may have
forgotten about or left as a “been there, done that” thing.
Here is a suggestion from our friend that they used in the past. We did this with our Chapter
also way back when, but over the years it just got forgotten - a quick information medical
card.
We had this suggestion brought up to our Chapter back in 2006. We have one on us but with
the years just forgot to pass it on. It’s a little something to help all the Members that want to
help each other in case of an accident. We are either riding solo or with a co-rider. What
happens if both you and your co-rider gets hurt? What happens if you are alone on your
motorcycle? Who do your riding buddies call? Or even if you are doing a solo ride? It doesn’t
have to be complicated.
Name:
Emergency contact: (include 2)
Blood Type:
Medical information:
(You write the info you would like to share.)
Back in 2006, we had a first aid CPR instructor that suggested we put this in the left side
pocket and let the Chapter know. Some people had a copy in their pocket and one in their
wallet also. If ever there is an emergency, someone knows a quick reference place to go for
information on you.
We certainly do not want to use this one often, but if we have to it’s good to have it. Thank
you, Brian, for reminding us about this.
---------Now a quick tip for Wing Ding. We had an amazing time like many of you that attended.
We have had the chance to attend many Wing Dings. They were all lots of fun, but we must
admit that the most awesome Wing Dings are the past several ones. Don’t get us wrong - we
always had lots of fun - old and new friends, the awesome entertainment nights, etc. - but the
most fun we have been having is since we are taking the time to volunteer at Wing Ding. We
have so much fun making many new friends and seeing a whole new side of Wing Ding and all
of its organization. Wow - so much goes into this Wing Ding, it’s amazing! If you want to try
something different for your next Wing Ding, try giving a few hours of your time. You will see
how much fun it is. We tried it and we enjoyed helping out. We just had an awesome time
doing it and the important part, we made more friends.
Francois & Chantal Séguin
613-880-8511
francois@lesseguins.com
613-913-4578
chantal@lesseguins.com
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Jere & Sherry Goodman
Presidential Assistants
Another Tool for the Toolbox!
The Fred Factor by Mark Sanborn with a Foreword by John C.
Maxwell is a book on how passion in your work and life can turn ordinary
into extraordinary and I recommend you read the book.
So, who was the first Fred?
Fred was a mailman who introduced himself as the author’s (Mark Sanborn) postal carrier after Mark
moved into his new house. During their conversation, Fred learned that Mark traveled a great deal and
offered to hold and bundle his mail and deliver it when Mark returned home and was available to
receive it. Mark noticed that Fred was more worried about Mark’s mail than he was. Fred was a postal
professional! Fred’s actions made a huge impression on Mark and he concluded that “Fred was a
gold-plated example of what personalized service looks like and a role model for anyone who wants to
make a difference in his or her life.”
How does one became a “Fred?”
Let’s take a look at the Fred Principles

• Everyone Makes A Difference - as a GWRRA Volunteer, do you volunteer in an ordinary way or
do you execute it superbly?

• Success Is Built On Relationships - how well do you interact with your Team or GWRRA
Members? Relationship building is one of the most important objectives because the quality of
the relationship determines the likelihood of success.

• You Can Reinvent Yourself Regularly - here is something to consider. If Fred the
Postman could bring that kind of creativity and commitment to putting mail in a box, what can
you do to reinvent your role and rejuvenate your efforts as a GWRRA Volunteer? Every morning
you wake up with a clean slate. You can make your role in GWRRA, as well as your life, anything
you choose it to be.

“That’s what I call the Fred Factor”
So how can we get more Freds in GWRRA? “That’s easy to answer: Be a Fred!”

It can all start with you. If you want a GWRRA with more Freds, be Fred. “Only when you make the
ordinary extraordinary will others see the possibilities for themselves.” One thing seems common; a
passion for significance. Did you ever meet someone who wanted to be insignificant? As a volunteer,
you determine the difference between the mundane and the magnificent.
To be a Fred or not to be a Fred, that is the question!
Ride safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word - so HAVE FUN!

Jere & Sherry Goodman
540-623-0447
jeregood@aol.com
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Susan & George Huttman
Director of Rider Education
The good wishes offered by Members following the announcement
of my appointment as International Director of Rider Education are
sincerely appreciated. It is rewarding to share a passion for safe
motorcycling and skill development with everyone.
A special thanks goes out to the knowledgeable, experienced, and dedicated GWRRA Rider
Education Team for their months of planning before WING DING 40 and their many hours at
the Knoxville Convention Center, in the classroom and on the range.
A key to a Member’s overall experience is understanding the connection from one GWRRA
Program to another. We are developing strong program partnerships to assist Members in the
pursuit of personal goals.
One example of Program collaboration is the expansion of records available through the
database source, “My R.E.” Individual profiles currently include Rider Education history. Soon,
Members will be able to view records of their GWRRA University participation.
District Educators will provide instructions and support to Members who want access to “My
R.E.” District University Coordinators can suggest modules and seminars created to benefit
every Member’s chapter, work, and home life.
GWRRA University’s Face Book page is another resource to promote Program training events,
classes, and courses scheduled throughout the Association and joins Wing World magazine and
the Insight newsletter in delivering important and useful information to District Teams and
Members.
The approaching release of the GWRRA Handbook will further demonstrate Program
partnerships, furnish a comprehensive manual for Officers, and provide administrative
guidance.
The GWRRA Rider Education Team is committed to open communication, dependable
information, and active promotion of a positive and supportive atmosphere. Zoom calls will be
conducted on a regular basis bringing the Director of Rider Education, National RE Assistants,
District Educators, and District Ride Coordinators together to interact and learn from each
other. The first round of calls will be scheduled following the release of the Handbook in
October. We look forward to partnering with Districts to increase participation, advance
teamwork, improve Member recruitment and retention, and give rise to a Gold Wing Road
Riders Association continuing to make a difference in the lives of motorcyclists for another 40
years.
Susan & George Huttman
828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org
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Larry & Penny Anthony
Director of Membership Enhancement

Are your District Couples
Qualified to Participate at the
International Level?
Congratulations to all of the Chapter Couples in your District who accept the
challenge of moving forward to participate at the District
Selection Process. Here are some tips to make sure they
properly qualify should they decide to move forward to the
International Selection Process this coming Spring of 2019.
Here are some tips to remember!
• Whether or not you have one Chapter Couple or ten Chapter Couples participating in

your District Selection Process, each one must complete and submit a resume and is
required to be interviewed by a panel of judges of your choosing. They must also
complete a five minute oral presentation in front of the guests attending your District
event. Failure to do any one of these items will result in your District Couple not
being eligible to move forward to participate in the International Couple of the Year
Selection Process.

• If there is only one Chapter Couple participating in the District Selection Process, then

this Couple is still required to complete the tasks outlined above, although most
Districts tend not to disclose to the Couple that they are the only Couple presenting.

• The four-point turns have been discontinued in the newly restructured Couple of the

Year Program. They are no longer considered or scored.

• Although it is preferred, the District COY Selection Process does not necessarily have

to take place at their annual District Rally. It can be any District event as long as all
Chapters have been notified and invited.

• Please refer to the Couple of the Year Handbook for the precise requirements for all

Selection events.

http://mep.gwrra.org/coy.html

• The resume submission deadline for all eligible District Couples is January 31, 2019.

Larry & Penny Anthony
205-492-9728
mepgwrra@gmail.com
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Clara & Fred Boldt
Director of the University
Want to know “HOW TO” potentially increase your Membership through
the new Dealer Program, access your personal Rider Ed data, or plan for
a Quarterly Event?
Follow us to the University site (www.gwrradot.com), click on Tools/Resources and check out
the How-To’s. Along with other topics, we are excited that you will find the newest GWRRA
Recruitment tool called the Dealer Program.
The program has been created for motorcycle dealerships to offer new motorcycle owners an
opportunity to experience Gold Wing Road Riders Association through a free four-month
membership. The Dealer may offer this to the purchaser of a new or used motorcycle or trike
of any brand, but particularly the Honda brand. The program includes a benefits sheet about
the Association for the dealer to give to the new Member, an application form for the new
Member to fill out and return to the dealer, and the dealer will send it to GWRRA.
Another part of the Dealer Program, and the part of the program every Member can
promote, is the Sold Bike Membership. When a pre-owned motorcycle is sold privately, the
previous owner, a GWRRA Member, can also offer a free four-month membership. The new
owner is asked to mail or fax the form to Home Office. There is also a contact email should
the new owner have any questions.
Further information is available on the GWRRA website under Officer Resources, Officer
Connect, bottom of the page.

Spotlight

Need an idea for classes this month?
Probably one of the most important meetings you can participate in is the Officer Conference
(formerly known as OPS meetings). It will set the agenda, the tone and, more than anything
else, define how healthy your District and Chapter will be in the coming year.
An Officer Conference is generally held either at the end of a calendar year or shortly after it
begins. The purpose is to bring together the Chapter and or District Team to debrief (look
back at the challenges and successes of the previous year) and to plan for the upcoming
year.

Continued on page 10
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As each District has its own personality, so goes the Officer Conference. Some Districts spend a
day to plan the year, others bring the Team in the night before for a social gathering, spend a
day or a day-and-a-half planning the upcoming year.
What can the University offer to help you reach your goals? Officer Conferences are a perfect
time to teach new skills for the recently appointed Team Members and to refresh the skills of
the more experienced.
If there is to be breakout sessions, each Program Coordinator needs to be well informed and
knowledgeable about their program and able to direct attendees where to get information they
may need, such as the website for manuals, guides, and other support material. Decide during
the pre-planning sessions which issues will be most important to discuss as it relates to each
Program. Existing University classes can be utilized to accomplish this task.
205-01 GWRRA Module Checks and Balances ~ Chapter/District Finances
205-03 GWRRA Module Coaching 101 ~ Coaching your Team
201-06 GWRRA Module Can You Hear Me Now? ~ Written, verbal communication
204-02 GWRRA Module We’re Doing What? ~ Planning a Chapter Event
301-01 GWRRA Module More Members ~ Recruitment
202-04 GWRRA Module Retention is Important ~ Retention
This is a partial list of skill-specific classes the University can present. Contact the University for
more information or suggestions.
While planning your yearly calendar, consider bringing 207-01 GWRRA Workshop Lead
Like You Ride ~ Promoting Teams or 206-01 GWRRA Workshop Horizons Program ~
Motivational Leadership. The University will supply certified Instructors to present these work
shops. They are open to current and potential Team Members or those who may wish to know
more about the GWRRA leadership philosophy.
Training will likely set our Team Members up for success. Skill building is essential to creating a
strong District and Chapter and results in happier, long term Members.

…That all U.3’s must be submitted digitally? We use the
digital form to create reports, enter the Member’s class
attendance, and document the classes taught to recertify the
Instructors and Trainers.
…That the University Team enjoyed meeting so many of you
at Wing Ding 40?

Clara Boldt
319-240-4269
toledotriker@gmail.com

